We present a statistical analysis of protein structures based on inter atomic C -distances.
Introduction
In the recent years the number of solved 3-dimensional protein structures has increased dramatically. The Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) contains more than 3,500 entries. Despite this impressive achievement the need for methods that can determine the structure of a protein from the amino acid sequence is a continuing challenge, as the number of known sequences is significantly larger than the number of known structures. The SWISS-PROT database (Bairoch and Boeckmann, 1993) contains more than 44,000 entries.
Previously, much work has been put into deriving good statistical potentials for identifying the fold from the sequence (Sippl, 1990; Taylor, 1991; Hendlich et al., 1990; Crippen, 1991; Jones et al., 1992; Delarue and Koehl, 1995) . Statistical potentials have been derived from distances in proteins with known structures (Sippl, 1990; Taylor, 1991; Kocher et al., 1994; Maiorov and Crippen, 1992) . The quality of potentials has been assessed by testing their ability to classify the native conformation in a sample of conformations (Novotný et al., 1988; Novotný et al., 1984) , and the significance of a classification is usually evaluated by calculating a Z-score (Bryant and Altschul, 1995) . Using potentials based on the distribution of distances, it has been possible to find the correct conformation in an artificially constructed poly-protein chain (Sippl and Jaritz, 1994) . It has also been shown that a structure-derived hydrophobic potential in some cases can distinguish the native conformation among a pool of misfolded structures (Casari and Sippl, 1992) . Recently it has been shown in a public blind test that it was in many cases possible to predict the fold from the sequence by using these threading methodologies (Lemer et al., 1995; Flöckner et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995) .
In this study we use a large data set of high quality from globular proteins to derive distance dependent potentials. A large data set is essential in order to find new features in the distance distributions. The dynamical behavior of proteins due to the flexibility of the poly-peptide chain can also give rise to distance distributions. These distributions between specific pairs of amino acids in a protein can be measured experimentally (Zhao et al., 1995) . Here we will, however, concentrate on the static distance distributions that arise from statistical analysis of solved protein structures.
The calculated potentials might be useful in distance geometry based determination of the structure of proteins. Methods based on distance geometry have been successfully used for NMR structure determination. For a detailed treatment of the mathematical problem in distance geometry analysis, see the book of Crippen and Havel (1988) . Recently, the hydrophobicities of the amino acids has also been used to derive approximate distance constraints, and this has assisted the generation of coarse 3-dimensional models of proteins (Mumenthaler and Braun, 1995; Aszódi et al., 1995; Monge et al., 1995) using the secondary structure as a starting point. Low resolution models of proteins have also been obtained by distance constraints determined by statistical analysis of known 3-dimensional structures (Wako and Kubota, 1991) .
It is possible to reconstruct the C trace from a binary distance matrix. A binary distance matrix is a matrix where it is indicated whether a distance between specific pairs of amino acids in the sequence is greater than a given threshold (e.g. 16Å). The binary distance matrix may in turn be predicted by data driven neural networks trained on homologous proteins, with known structure (Bohr et al., 1993; Bohr et al., 1990; Reczko and Bohr, 1994a) . In brief, the neural networks for distance matrix prediction read sequences into a symmetrical window. The output is predicted distances between the central residue and a number of residues downstream. Using this approach the distance between two amino acids is predicted on the basis of the sequence context in which they appear. For each residue the coordinates of the C position were used. Thus, with an input window scanning the sequence of a protein, the network produces a band of distance values along the matrix diagonal.
A protein folding algorithm that can use Sippl-like potentials as an energy function, has recently been described (Elofsson et al., 1995) . Using this energy function, non-native conformations with lower energy than that of the native conformation, were found. This indicates that Sippl-like potentials, while useful in threading algorithms, cannot identify the correct fold when the atoms are allowed to move freely in the space of dihedral angles. Using an energy function based on binning the distances of the protein together with the secondary structure, it became possible to find the correct fold (Elofsson et al., 1995) . The binning procedure corresponds roughly to constructing Sippl-like potentials on the basis of the protein to be folded. The procedure can thus not be used for ab initio determination of protein structure from the sequence. However, it indicates that if the Sippl-like potentials can be predicted at the same level as if they were calculated on the basis of the structure itself, determination of the structure is possible, given that the secondary structure is known. This shows that predictions of the distances in a protein can allow determination of structure from sequence. Since all prediction schemes will perform poorly if the prediction target is too fine grained, we here seek to define a more coarse grained binning of the distances, which preserves as much of the information about distances in proteins as possible. A good division of distances into intervals, will help to improve the neural network prediction of distance matrices. Neural networks are renowned for their ability to generalize on biosequence data (Qian and Sejnowski, 1988; Bohr et al., 1988; Holley and Karplus, 1989; Bohr et al., 1990; Brunak et al., 1991; Rost and Sander, 1994; Hansen et al., 1995) , and their performance can be strongly increased by defining optimal input and output representations. A decade ago the secondary structure of proteins could be predicted with an accuracy of 56% using relatively simple rules (Kabsch and Sander, 1983b) , but today using neural networks with profile input, the accuracy is higher than 72% (Rost and Sander, 1994) . Given the success of hydrophobicity derived potentials for generation of approximate 3-dimensional models of proteins (Mumenthaler and Braun, 1995; Aszódi et al., 1995; Monge et al., 1995) , we see the definition of good distance intervals as a natural next step.
Materials and methods

Protein structure data
The data used in this study was collected from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977) .
For building up the database the protein chain collections of Rost and Sander, Sippl and Jaritz and Hobohm et al. (Rost and Sander, 1994; Sippl and Jaritz, 1994; Hobohm et al., 1992; Hobohm and Sander, 1994) were merged. The C -distances for the merged database, consisting of 567 protein chains, were calculated from the coordinates.
Protein chains that have physical chain breaks (neighboring C -distances exceeding 4:0Å)
were excluded, amounting to approximately 8%.
In addition we decided to use only highly resolved (resolution better than 2.5Å) protein structures, which further reduced the database to 424 protein chains. The pairwise sequence similarities for the resulting set were calculated by running the algorithm of Hobohm et al. (1992) , using the global alignment procedure align (Myers and Miller, 1988; Pearson, 1990) . Only structures having sequence similarity below 25% were kept.
A few small proteins (10) that had a length smaller than 100 residues were allowed a pairwise sequence similarity of up to 30%. If one of two protein chains was to be removed, the one with the lowest resolution was excluded.
Finally, we had a data set consisting of 301 distinct protein chains for the statistical examination (Table 1) . For brevity, we will refer to the chains by their PDB code, and the chain identifier in the PDB file (e.g. 4ins-B is the B-chain of insulin; missing chain identifiers indicate single chain proteins).
For the protein 1acx the last amino acid was skipped since the C -distance was larger than 4.0 Å, and for the protein 1cbn one of two possible amino acids in one residue was picked (for an example of database cleaning see Sippl (1993) ).
In addition to this set of protein chains, we constructed four sets of protein chains, to compare the distribution of distances in chains belonging to different fold classes: TIM-barrels: 2taa, 1wsy1, tim, 1ypi, 1fcb, 1gox; cytochromes: 451c, 1ccr, 1cyc, 3c2c, 155c, 5cyt-R; globins: 4hhb-A, 4hhb-B, 2mhb-A, 2mhb-B, 1fdh-G, 1mbd, 1mbs, 2lhb, 2lh1, 1pmb-A, 1eca, 1mba; acid proteinases: 1cms, 4ape, 3app, 2apr, 4pep.
The present study is based on physical distances in proteins, and concentrates on single protein chains only, although it is well known that interactions between two or more different chains affect the conformation of a specific chain. Examinations of multi chain proteins and single chain proteins did not show obvious differences in the distance distributions.
Results
Distribution profiles
We first investigate whether the distribution of all distances in a protein is unique for a given fold class. The distances d i;j between all C -atoms of the amino acids i and j in a protein, were used to construct the distributions. The sampling was carried out by counting the number of distances N s in intervals of 0.1Å width, and dividing this number by the total number of distances N t , yielding the normalized number of distances f(s) = N s =N t . Figure 1 shows the distribution of all distances d i;j for four different proteins, all belonging to the TIM-barrel fold class (Chothia, 1992; Pascarella and Argos, 1992; Holm and Sander, 1993; Reczko and Bohr, 1994b) . All profiles have peaks at 3:8 , which is the sequence neighbor distance. The shape of all 4 proteins is similar, although the last profile (2taa) shows a higher amount of long distances. This reflects that this protein is significantly longer than the three other proteins. Figure 2 displays the profiles of proteins belonging to four different fold classes. The shape of the profile can be seen as an indicator for the different structural protein classes. Figure 1 and 2 Local structural elements like -helixes and -sheets appear in the distributions at short distance ranges (3-11Å). In this range especially, the profiles differ markedly, due to the different amounts of secondary structure elements that are typical for the different fold classes. The shape of the profiles also reflects the internal packing of the proteins. The acid protease and TIM-barrel fold classes form more extended structures than the cytochrome and globin classes.
Volume scaling for proteins
When comparing profiles of particular proteins, interpretation becomes difficult due to variation in length N. We therefore extracted three sets with different chain lengths (30-40 residues, 120-130 residues, and 400-430 residues) from our data set of 301 protein chains. Figure 3 shows that volume scaling of the profiles makes the maxima of the three distinct curves coincide for distances greater than approximately 11Å. For shorter distances the distributions are governed by the local secondary structure contents in the proteins, and the volume scaling is therefore only meningful for larger distances. Figure 3 
Relation between sequence separation and physical distance
Besides the overall physical distance profiles, which are shown without accounting for linear sequence separation, one can keep the information given by the sequence. The diagonal k in the matrix D contains all distances d i;i+k , i = 1;::;N ? k, between two C -atoms with a sequence separation k. A particular diagonal k carries specific information on certain topological aspects of the structural conformation of the C -backbone. Sippl (1990) has shown that local structural elements can easily be detected in distributions with different sequence separations k. This was proven by plotting short range distributions for k = 2;::;6. The specific -helical distance peaks are found in the profiles up to a sequence separation of k=20. In figure 6 the peaks at 3.8 -5 Å show that the spatially closest amino acids, which are not neighbors in the sequence, lie within this distance. These distances thus define the tightness of the packing.
Properties of pair correlations
The distributions shown in the previous section do not contain any specific information on the relationship between specific amino acids and their preferred conformation. We can relate conformational states to the amino acid sequence, by calculating the densities of C -distances for individual amino acid pairs, such as for example Ala/Pro. Assuming that pairs such as Ala/Pro and Pro/Ala are not equivalent (Sippl, 1990 ) one gets 400 pair distributions. The complete data set of 301 protein chains with low pairwise sequence similarity was used to calculate these 400 pair distributions f s are the total number of distances between amino acids a and b, and the number of distances between amino acids a and b in bin s, respectively.
As a result a distance distribution matrix can be constructed. Such distance matrices can potentially be used to fold a specific protein with a suitable folding algorithm, instead of using binary or real valued distance matrices (Bohr et al., 1993; Reczko and Bohr, 1994a) C -distances. The data set is large enough to evaluate the distribution of all distances in proteins. However, for a particular pair of amino acids (a;b) we may expect approximately 10:002:383=400 25:000 distances. For very rare amino acids like cysteine and tryptophan, the number of Cys/Cys distances and Trp/Trp distances are as low as 4.349 and 2.902, respectively, while there are as many as 97.886 Ala/Ala distances; this naturally results in more noisy curves for distributions involving rare amino acids. Figure 7 
S-curve
All 400 correlation distribution potentials f (a;b) (s) form S-shaped curves for distances greater than 11Å. Figure 7 shows the distribution of distances between the pair Phe/Phe. When compiling distribution profiles for each level of physical distance or sequence separation, the problem of small data sets becomes significant. Therefore a smoothing function calculated as
is used, where 1+2 n represents the interval of smoothing, and k is the residue number around which the data is symmetrically smoothed.
The S-curves reflect the properties of specific amino acid pairs (a;b). Hydrophobic amino acids are located predominantly in the core of proteins, and can therefore be expected to be closer to each other than the average. This is reflected in the distributions for hydrophobic amino acids by f (a;b) (s) being positive for relatively short distances ( 11Å-20Å) and negative for distances greater than 20Å.
Hydrophilic amino acids, on the other hand, will predominantly be located at the surface, and the distance distributions f (a;b) (s) for hydrophilic pairs will therefore be negative for relatively short distances, and positive for large distances. Distributions for hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids are shown on figure 8.
Figure 8
This finding is substantiated by comparing the distributions with the hydrophobicity scale of Holbrook et al. (1990) . The sum of both hydrophobicity property values of the two involved amino acids, is compared to the maximal deviation from zero of the S-curve for smaller distances (11Å-20Å). The Pearson's correlation coefficient (Press et al., 1992) These findings make it possible to describe pair correlation profiles for distances greater than 11Å with just one parameter, which describes the amplitude of the S-curve.
Parameter extraction
As described above we want to find a minimal set of parameters classifying distance distributions, in order that distances between amino acids can be predicted by schemes like neural networks. Although the parameter set should be minimal, it should be able to describe the distance geometry appropriately. Here we want especially to find suitable parameters for making intervals for the shorter distances. (Figure 9 ). The strong peak at 3.8Å means that the distances between neighbors in the sequence deviate strongly from the average distribution f(s). Other peaks can be seen at 5.7Å and 6.2Å, reflecting distances between nearest neighbors in space and -helical structure elements. The maximum of the curve, and consequently the largest deviation of specific amino acid pairs to the overall distribution, can be observed at around 11Å. Detailed analysis using the secondary structure assignment program DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983a ) of these physical distances has shown that most distances in this interval belong to -sheets. Figure 9 We divide the pair correlations into six significant intervals: 
where all intervals are given in Angströms. The first interval contains mainly distances between neighbors in sequence. Distances between amino acids in -helixes, with sequence separations k= 2/3, 4 and 5, are in the second, third and fourth interval, respectively. The intervals 3, 5 and 6 contains distances between -sheets with sequence separations 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
Discussion
We have investigated how to find suitable parameters for describing the distribution of distances in proteins. The distribution of all distances in a protein was shown to reflect the fold class and contents of specific secondary structural elements. It has previously been shown that each folding type of proteins shows characteristic distributions of predicted contact regions on average distance maps (Kikuchi, 1993) , and the predicted distances might thus be a fingerprint for different fold classes. By proper scaling we observed that the distributions of distances in proteins of different length, became superimposeable, for distances greater than approximately 11Å. If the distances were scaled with respect to the cubic root of the length (volume scaling) the peaks for these larger values coincide. This fits nicely with the earlier observation, showing that the volume scaled RMS difference between two proteins, 3 p N, is a good indicator of the structural similarity (Maiorov and Crippen, 1994; Maiorov and Crippen, 1995) . Some investigators have chosen to cut off the distance distributions used in threading algorithms at 15Å (Flöckner et al., 1995) , or to renormalize the distances according to the size of the protein (Jones et al., 1995) . Our work suggests that when using empirical distance distributions in threading or folding algorithms, these should be volume scaled for distances greater than 11Å.
In correspondance with the work of Sippl (1990) , we found that distance distributions were distinct for specific amino acid pairs and for specific sequence separations. Most sequence separation specific effects in the distance distributions were seen for sequence separations below 10 residues, and for physical distances less than 11Å. The peak corresponding to -helixes was, however, visible in the plots up to sequence separations of 20 residues.
Not surprisingly, the results also indicate that distances between specific amino acid pairs are highly correlated with the summed hydrophobicity of a given amino acid pair. Atomic coordinates have earlier been used to calculate solvation energies (Eisenberg and McLachlan, 1986) , and it has been shown that a structure-derived hydrophobic potential in some cases can select the native conformation in a pool of misfolded structures (Casari and Sippl, 1992) . Many threading algorithms contain an energy term for the exposure of the amino acids (Flöckner et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995) besides the energy term for the distances. If the distance distributions are not truncated, the hydrophobicity enters these energy functions in two ways: hydrophobic amino acids are on the average close in space, and they are less exposed. Using the canonical distance distributions described here, the effects related to hydrophobicity may be included in the distance terms in a more transparent manner.
It has recently been shown that threading algorithms in a public blind test could in some cases find the correct fold from the sequence (Lemer et al., 1995; Flöckner et al., 1995; Jones et al., 1995) . The applied potentials were built from distance distributions between pairs of amino acids, and were calculated without taking into account the local sequence context of the amino acids. The hydrophobicity of the amino acids (Mumenthaler and Braun, 1995; Aszódi et al., 1995; Monge et al., 1995) , and the distribution of distances in proteins (Elofsson et al., 1995) , have also with some success been used to construct cost functions for use in protein folding algorithms.
The performance of these approaches might be enhanced if the distances were predicted not only on the basis of the amino acid pairs, but also on the basis of the sequence context in which they appear. This has been done by predicting a binary distance matrix from the sequence using neural networks, and subsequently using a minimization algorithm to obtain the 3-dimensional structure (Bohr et al., 1993; Bohr et al., 1990; Reczko and Bohr, 1994a) . Combinations of the above described methods would be to predict distance distributions using neural networks, and then to use these distance distributions either in a threading, or in a minimization algorithm. As a first major step to do this, optimal representations of the data to train networks with must be defined.
Here we report that by summing the absolute differences between the distance distributions for individual amino acid pairs and for all pairs, the distances with the highest information content were found. It was shown that the distance distributions might be described using 6 parameters only. Five parameters for describing the distribution up to 11Å, and one for describing the distribution above this value. The goal of further work, would be to use this parameterization to predict to a high level of accuracy, structural long range interactions in proteins, and subsequently, to use these potentials in threading or folding algorithms. In turn a predicted distance distribution could be used to predict the fold class from the sequence. The predicted distance distribution for a protein could for example be obtained as the sum of the N 2 distance distributions between the amino acids in the sequence. This might be a good alternative to attempts to predict the fold class using the amino acid composition (Nakashima et al., 1986; Reczko and Bohr, 1994b; Dubchak et al., 1995; Hobohm and Sander, 1995) , or average distance maps (Kikuchi, 1993) .
Table captions
Table 1: The data set of 301 protein chains having a resolution better than 2.5Å, and less than 25% pairwise sequence similarity. Chains smaller than 100 residues were allowed to have a sequence similarity of up to 30% to another protein in our data set. (Pascarella and Argos, 1992 ) (1tim-A, 1wsy-A, 1ypi-A and 2taa). The sequence similarity is less than 25% except for 1tim and 1ypi (these two proteins are not in our low sequence similarity data set).
Figure captions
Figure 2: Distance profiles of 4 fold classes: acid proteinases, TIM-barrels, cytochromes and globins. The profile shapes have marked differences for distances less than approximately 11Å, due to the variable content of secondary structure elements. Globins (globin) and cytochromes (cytc) contain a large amount of -helixes (peak at 5Å), whereas proteins from the classes acid protease (ac_prot) and TIM-barrel (barrel), contain much less -helical elements. The profile shapes, in addition to local structural elements, also show global structural properties of proteins. Acid proteinases and barrels have a more extended structure than globins and cytochromes. Tables Table 1   301 low similarity protein chains  1aaf  1aaj  1aak  1ab2  1aba  1abh  1abk  1abm-A  1acx  1add  1ads  1ake-A  1alk-A  1aoz-A  1apa  1apm-E  1apo  1aps  1arb  1ast  1atr  1atx  1avr  1bab-B  1bbl 1bbp 2cmd  2cna  2cpl  2cpp  2crd  2cro  2ctc  2cy3  2cyp  2ech  2end  2fal  2fb4-H  2fxb  2gbp  2gda  2hbg  2hhm-A 2hip-A  2hpd-A  2hsp  2ihl  2kai-A 2lh2  2liv  2mhr  2mip-A 2mnr  2msb-A 2mta-C  2npx  2pf1  2pia  2por  2rn2  2rsl-B  2sas  2scp-A  2sn3  2sni-I  2sod-B  2stv  2tgi  2tmd-A  2trx-A  2zta-A  351c  3aah-A  3aah-B  3b5c  3cd4  3chy  3cla  3egf  3gap-A 3grs  3icb  3il8  3rub-S  3sdh-A  3tgl  4blm-A 4cpa-I  4enl  4fgf  4fxn  4gcr  4i1b  4icd 4ins 
